DILMOS present “IX MIRRORS”BY RON GILAD
on the occasion of Salone del Mobile 2011, April 12 - 17
In the very beginning of life, we first become aware of our existence by being mirrored in the
eyes and faces of those around us. The foundation of the sense of who we are in the world
begins here. As our awareness grows, the mirror as an object becomes an additional tool for
self reflection.
In this series, “9 mirrors”, Gilad suggests that the mirrored image contains a hypocrisy which
reflects only our exterior selves. He is asking us to contemplate a more complex and poetic
possibility of reality. The title, like the nine lives of a cat, represents the possibility of inner lives
or the soul of the mirror.
Gilad’s mirrors are simple rectangular wooden frames that have been injected with stories. The
reflection of the spectator is no longer only objective but contains more than the present. The
functional aspect becomes secondary; the cords over the glass, the voided gilded frames and
the bronze sconce in front of the user’s face are not here to decorate the mirrors.
Some of the mirrors contain historical references combining the present with the past;
a reference to other lives besides our own. Others play with structure, distorting our perception
of the mirror as an object.
In almost every aspect of his work Gilad investigates scale and he plays with it in order to
examine the boundaries of our perception. From a design point of view, scale is finding good
proportions. Gilad ignores the right proportions, going to an extreme that might lead to absurd
and ironic situations.
The collaboration with Dilmos Gallery led Gilad to explore the artistic and cultural past of Italy.
In his mirrors, he incorporates antique Venetian fabrics, Byzantine mosaics made in Ravenna,
hand sculpted figures modeled after classic Roman sculptures, while maintaining his own
artistic authenticity. For him, the act of quoting the past has two roles, giving respect to it and
serving his urge to playfully redefine it.
Our understanding of a mirror is that it’s reflecting the “now”, “the moment”.
In these mirrors the “now” is being infused with the “was” or the “might have been”…
These pieces are just suggestions, not solutions and are meant to be open-ended.

Ron Gilad
Born 1972 Tel-Aviv
Lives and works in New York City
Ron Gilad’s hybrid objects combine material wit with aesthetic play. They sit on the fat,
delicious line between the abstract and the functional.
His works deal with the relationship between the object and its function, questioning our
perceptions.
Varying from one-off to limited editions and production pieces, the works have no “expiration
date” and reside in both public and private collections worldwide.
Gilad asks unceasing questions in 3D form and fabricates answers that create an arena for
fertile doubt.
Metaphorically, Gilad is a linguist, creating his own language. He learns the origins of “words”
and develops new “synonyms”.
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